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CommonwA Edison

One First

Nati~;aza.

Chicago, Illinois

Address Reply to: Post Office Box 767
Chicago, Illinois 60690
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Referencess 1) Regulatory ()uide 1.16 Rev.l Appendix A
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2) Notification of Region III of Am Regulatory Operations
Telephone: Mr. KE.ope, 1530 hours on November 11, 1974
Telegr&nJS Mr. J. Keppler, o84o holirs on '.November 12, 1974
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3) Drawing Number: 12E2527

RePort Number: 50-237/1974-63
Report Date: Noveinber 18, 1974
. Occurrence Date: November 9, 1974
-. - -- - . - -Facility: Dresden Nuclear Power· Station, -Morris, UlinOis
r
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.mJ!Nl'IFICATION OF. OCCURRENCE

High pressure coolant iDJection system (HPCI) area temperature sensors
2370A~, 2371 A-D, 2372 A-D and 2373 A-D were found with setpointa above
the 200°F Technical Specification limit.

CONDITION PRIOR TO OCCURRENCE
Dresden T1nit 2 was in the retu.el mode. with a refueling outage in progress.

DESCRIPl'ION OF OCCURRENCE
calibration of the HPCI area temperature sensors,
the setpoints were found to be above the 200°F limit. The reactor was in
the retu.el mode with the head remoyed, therefore no imnediate oorreotive
action was necessary.

During routine scheduled
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Mr. James G. Keppler
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'vember 18, 1974
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DF.BIGNATI©N OP APPAREN'l'. CAUSE OP OCCURRmCE (Design Error)

Existing temperature sensors are not suited for a "first operation" surveillance type operation.

ANALYSIS OP eccURRENCE
\

.

The function of the temperature sensors is to isolate the HPCI turbine steam
supply in the event of a steam leak in the HPCI cubicle. The Technical
SpecifioatiOllS require an isolation at or below 200°F. The "as fuund." setpoints of the 16 .switches involved would have provided an isolation at 223°F
m:JniJDUJD and 236°F maximum. The steam supply to the HPCI turbine is in the
range·ot 558° ~ 360°P.
In. addition to the high temperature sensors, steam line breaks detection is
also provided by differential pressure sensors. These devices are checked
monthly. It is therefore concluded that n0 significant safety hazard was
created as a result of the high setpoint'of the HPCI temperature sensors.

CORRlETIVE ACTION
To prevent a f'Uture occurrence, a plant modification (M-12-2-7~i39) will
be made. Numerous problems exist with the calibration technique required
to calibrate Fenwal. sw1tches. The modification will install a liquid filled
temperature sensor which can be more accurately calibrated and which is more
repeatable.
·
FAILURE DATA

The switches. were last checked in February of 1972. At that time several
sw1 tches were found above limits. Similar switches on Dresden Unit _3 have
been fowid with high setpoints and the subsequent investigation has determined that the existing switches are misapplied in that an a~ourate first
operation.trip point cannot be consistently obtained.
'Ille manufacturer of the switches (Fenwal Inc.) has investigated the problem
and has stated that the existing switches are not properly suited when a
first trip setpoint is required.
The switches involved are Fenwal series 1700 hermetically sealed thermoswitch type units.

B. B Stephenson
Superintendent
BBS:WEH:do
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